POST #1
- Control traffic to let exiting traffic out to Laramie Avenue
- Manage pedestrian crosswalks

Role:

POST #2
Role: - Manage pedestrian crosswalks

POST #1
Role: - Control traffic to let exiting traffic out to Laramie Avenue
- Manage pedestrian crosswalks

POST #3
Role: - Direct entering traffic into appropriate drop off lane
- Prohibit turns to the south lot

POST #4
Role: - Manage pedestrian crosswalks
- Direct traffic to exit

THIS DROP OFF LOCATION IS NOT AVAILABLE

LEGEND

ARIVAL PERIOD TRAFFIC CIRCULATION PLAN (2020-21 ACADEMIC YEAR)
**DISMISSAL PERIOD TRAFFIC/CIRCULATION PLAN (2020-21 ACADEMIC YEAR)**

**POST #1**
- Control traffic to let exiting traffic out to Laramie Avenue
- Manage pedestrian crosswalks

**POST #2**
- Manage pedestrian crosswalks

**POST #3**
- Manage pedestrian crosswalks
- Direct traffic to exit

**POST #4**
- Direct entering traffic into appropriate pick-up stacking lane
- Encourage vehicles to pull up and efficiently use the available stacking space
- Prohibit turns to south lot

**POST #5**
- Direct entering traffic into appropriate pick-up stacking lane
- Encourage vehicles to pull up and efficiently use the available stacking space

**LEGEND**
- **ENTRANCE ROUTE**
- **EXIT ROUTE**
- **PACE BUS STACKING**
- **ATHLETIC TEAM BUS STACKING**
- **STUDENT PICK-UP STACKING AREA**
- **PORTABLE SIGNS (NO DROP-OFF/PICK-UP)**
- **CLOSE ACCESS WITH CONES**
- **SCHOOL TRAFFIC CONTROL AIDE**
- **ACCESS DRIVEWAY LABEL**
- **NO PARKING**